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We consider static black holes, which are bosonic solutions of supersymmetric the-
ories. We will show that supersymmetry provides a natural framework for a discus-
sion of various properties of such static black holes. The most fundamental property
of simple global supersymmetry, non-negativeness of the energy, is generalized in
the black hole theory to cosmic censorship. The SUSY classification of static black
holes will be presented in terms of central charges of supersymmetry algebra. The
mass, the temperature and the entropy of these black holes are simple functions of
supersymmetry charges. The extreme black holes have zero temperature and some
unbroken supersymmetries.
Simple N = 1 global supersymmetry algebra relates supercharges to the
Hamiltonian H = P 0.
{Qα, Q¯β˙} = (σµ)αβ˙Pµ . (1)
This implies that the spectrum of the Hamiltonian is semipositive definite since Q¯
is Hermitean adjoint of Q and we have
H = P 0 = (Q¯1Q1 +Q1Q¯1 + Q¯2Q2 +Q2Q¯2) ≡ |Q|2 ≥ 0 . (2)
Local supersymmetry does not require positivity of energy, in general. However,
if the curved space is asymptotically flat, states at infinity may be described by
the multiplets of global supersymmetry. In particular, a generalization of the pos-
itiveness of the energy has been found for static black holes, considered as bosonic
solutions of supersymmetric theories in 1,2. Axion-dilaton U(1)2 black holes of a
massM in four-dimensional theory are associated, as shown in ref. 2 with extended
N = 4 supersymmetry algebra with central charges.
{QIα, Q∗Jβ˙ } = (σµ)αβ˙PµδIJ , (3)
{QIα, QJβ} = ǫαβZIJ , ZIJ = −V IJ + iU IJ (4)
{Q∗Iα˙ , QJβ˙} = ǫα˙β˙Z¯IJ . (5)
In the rest frame in a special basis this algebra describes a system of states, char-
acterized by the mass and two complex central charges z1 and z2.
{q(1), q∗(1)} = 2|q(1)|2 =M − |z1| ≥ 0 ,
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{q(2), q∗(2)} = 2|q(2)|2 =M − |z2| ≥ 0 ,
{q(3), q∗(3)} = 2|q(3)|2 =M + |z1| ≥ 0 ,
{q(4), q∗(4)} = 2|q(4)|2 =M + |z2| ≥ 0 . (6)
(7)
The central charges are functions of electric Q and magnetic P charges of the vector
field F 1µν and axial-vector field F
2
µν .
z1 =
√
2(Γ1 + iΓ2) , (8)
z2 =
√
2(Γ1 − iΓ2) , (9)
where Γ = 12 (Q+ iP ). The energy ( the mass) of the charged black hole is not only
non-negative but according to supersymmetry algebra (7) it has to be greater or
equal to central charges.
M ≥ |z1| , M ≥ |z1| . (10)
It is quite surprising that for all known to us static black holes in supersymmetric
theories the limits (10), required by supersymmetry, coincide exactly with the limits
on the parameters of the black holes required by the cosmic censorship conjecture.
The necessary condition is the possibility of embedding the bosonic action into a
supersymmetric action. For example, for the black holes which are obtained from
the action where dilaton interacts with vector fields as e2aφF 2µν and a is an arbitrary
parameter, we do not have any information of that kind except when a = 1 (or
√
3)
and supersymmetric embedding is known.
The most important parameters describing the black holes are its mass
and charges. In addition, one usually calculates the Hawking temperature and
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a black hole, which are usually some functions
of the mass and charges. We have found that all these parameters of a black
hole can be expressed in terms of the supercharges, describing this system. In
particular, the mass is given by one half of the sum over all four supercharges
|q(1)|, |q(2)|, |q(3)|, |q(4)|.
M =
1
2
i=4∑
i=1
|q(i)|2 . (11)
The product of the temperature and entropy is proportional to the product
of all four supercharges.
S T =
4
∏i=4
i=1 |q(i)|∑j=4
j=1 |q(j)|2
(12)
The temperature is also a function of supercharges.
T =
1
π
∑j=4
j=1 |q(j)|2
∏i=4
i=1 |q(i)|
(|q(1)q(3)|+ |q(2)q(4)|)2
. (13)
The Hawking temperature of the black hole, according to this equation,
vanishes if one of the eigenvalues of the 4 supercharges is zero. However, if two
supercharges approach zero eigenvalues, the limiting temperature depends on the
order in which this limit is taken. If first we assume that for example |q(1)| → |q(2)|
and |q(1)| → |q(2)|, the limiting temperature equals T = 18πM . This correspond to
the limit from U(1)2 black hole with two vector fields to U(1) black hole with one
vector field. If however one first take the limit |q(1)| → 0 at fixed |q(2)|, the tem-
perature goes to zero and remains zero when the limit |q(2)| → 0 is taken afterwards.
The entropy can be represented as a function of supercharges:
S = 4π(|q(1)q(3)|+ |q(2)q(4)|)2 . (14)
As it follows from this equation, the entropy vanishes when |q(1)| = |q(2)| =
0. The zero eigenvalue of the supercharge indicates the existence of unbroken su-
persymmetries.
The fact that the mass, the temperature and the entropy of static black
holes can be completely described in terms of the eigenvalues of the supercharges is
quite remarkable! This is a property of all static black holes and not just of extreme
black holes which have some unbroken supersymmetries.
Supersymmetry provides a simple classification of four-dimensional static
black holes, starting with classical Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordstro¨m black
holes up to axion-dilaton black holes.
Our conventions and are those of 2. We will use the complex scalar λ =
a + ie−2φ, where a is the axion field and φ is the dilaton field. We also have two
U(1) vector fields A
(n)
µ , n = 1, 2.
We find it convenient to define the SL(2, R)-duals† to the fields F
(n)
µν =
∂µA
(n)
ν − ∂νA(n)µ ,
F˜ (n) = e−2φ ⋆F (n) − iaF (n) , (15)
in terms of which the bosonic part of N = 4 supergravity action reads
S =
1
16π
∫
d4x
√−g
{
−R+ 1
2
∂µλ∂
µλ
(Im λ)2
−
2∑
n=1
F (n)µν
⋆F˜ (n)µν
}
. (16)
In terms of the component fields, we have
S =
1
16π
∫
d4x
√−g
{
−R+ 2(∂φ)2 + 1
2
e4φ(∂a)2 −
−e−2φ
2∑
n=1
(F (n))2 + ia
2∑
n=1
F (n)⋆F (n)
}
. (17)
The advantage of using F˜ (n) is that the equations of motion imply the local
existence of N real vector potentials A˜(n) such that
F˜ (n) = i dA˜(n) . (18)
The analogous equation F (n) = dA(n) is not a consequence of equations of motion
but a consequence of the Bianchi identity. If the time-like components A
(n)
t play
the role of electrostatic potentials, then the A˜
(n)
t will play the role of magnetostatic
potentials. The SL(2, R) duality transformations consist in the mixing of A(n) with
†The spacetime duals are ⋆F (n)µν = 1
2
√−g ǫ
µνρσ
Fρσ, with ǫ
0123 = ǫ0123 = +i .
A˜(n) and of equations of motion with Bianchi identities, as in the Einstein-Maxwell
case.
Here we present two different kinds of static solutions to the equations of
motion of the action (16), (17): spherical black-hole solutions and multi-black-hole
solutions, both with nontrivial axion, dilaton and U(1) fields. All the previously
known solutions of these kinds (Schwarzschild, (multi-) Reissner-Nordstro¨m, the
electric and magnetic dilaton black holes, the electric-magnetic axion-dilaton black
holes of refs.3,2 are particular cases of them.
The static spherically symmetric black-hole solutions are2
ds2 = e2Udt2 − e−2Udr2 − R2dΩ2 ,
λ(r) =
λ0r + λ0Υ
r +Υ
,
A
(n)
t (r) = e
φ0R−2[Γ(n)(r +Υ) + c.c] ,
A˜
(n)
t (r) = −eφ0R−2[Γ(n)(λ0r + λ0Υ) + c.c] , (19)
where
e2U (r) = R−2(r − r+)(r − r−) , r± = M ± r0 ,
R2(r) = r2 − |Υ|2 , r20 = M2 + |Υ|2 − 4
N∑
n=1
|Γ(n)|2 . (20)
We define the parameters of our solutions in terms of the asymptotic be-
havior (r →∞) of different complex fields
gtt ∼ 1− 2M
r
, λ ∼ λ0 − ie−2φ0 2Υ
r
,
Ftr ∼ e
+φ0Q
r2
. ⋆Ftr ∼ ie
+φ0P
r2
. (21)
The real axion (∆), dilaton (Σ), electric (Q) and magnetic (P ) charges, and
the asymptotic values of the axion (a0) and dilaton (φ0) are
Υ = Σ− i∆, Γ = 1
2
(Q + iP ), λ0 = a0 + ie
−2φ0. (22)
In every black hole described by our solutions the charge of the complex
scalar Υ is related to the electromagnetic charges by
Υ = − 2
M
(Γn)
2 . (23)
The singularity is hidden under the horizon if r20 > 0, and it is hidden
or coincides with it (but still is invisible for an external observer) if r0 = 0. The
conditions r20 ≥ 0 and M ≥ |Υ| can be related to supersymmetry bounds 2. All
solutions given above have the entropy
S = π(r2+ − |Υ|2) . (24)
When all supersymmetric bounds are saturated, i.e. r+ = M = |Υ|, the objects
described by this solution have zero area of the horizon and vanishing entropy. In
this sense, such black holes (holons) behave as elementary particles.
The electric, magnetic, dilaton and axion charges can be expressed in terms
of the central charges z1, z2 and the mass M :
Γ1 =
1
2
√
2
(z1 + z2) , (25)
Γ2 =
1
2
√
2i
(z1 − z2) , (26)
Υ¯ = Σ + i∆ = −z1z2
M
. (27)
(28)
Thus our axion-dilaton black holes have the following “hair”: the mass M ,
two complex central charges z1, z2 (through which electric, magnetic, dilaton and
axion charges are expressed) and asymptotic value at infinity of the dilaton and of
the axion field λ0 = a0 + e
−2φ0 .
The temperature of a whole family of axion-dilaton black holes is
T =
1
2πM
√
(M2 − |z1|2) (M2 − |z2|2)[√
M2 − |z1|2 +
√
M2 − |z2|2
]2 . (29)
The entropy, which equals one quarter of the area of the horizon, is
S = π
[√
M2 − |z1|2 +
√
M2 − |z2|2
]2
. (30)
The parameter r0, which vanishes when the black hole becomes extremal,
is given by the product of supersymmetry bounds:
r20 =
(M2 − |z1|2) (M2 − |z2|2)
M2
. (31)
SUSY CLASSIFICATION OF STATIC BLACK HOLES will be given in
terms of central charges and asymptotic values of dilaton-axion field at infinity.
Schwarzschild solution corresponds to z1 = z2 = λ0 = i. Thus we get r0 =
M, r+ = 2M, r− = 0, the vector and dilaton-axion fields are absent in this solution.
The temperature and entropy are obtained from eqs. (29), (30).
TSch =
1
8πM
,
SSch = 4πM
2 . (32)
Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution is given by z1 = λ0 = i, z2 = q. We have r0 =√
M2 − q2, r+ = 2M, r− = 0, the vector and dilaton-axion fields are absent in this
solution. Substitution of these values of central charges into eqs. (29), (30) gives
TRN =
1
2π
√
M2 − q2(
M +
√
M2 − q2
)2 ,
SRN = π
(
M +
√
M2 − q2
)2
. (33)
Extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m black holes with M = q have zero temperature
and non-zero entropy, N = 1 supersymmetry being unbroken1.
U(1) Charged axion-dilaton black holes 3 have |z1| = |z2| = |Q/
√
2|. The
corresponding expressions for the temperature and the entropy are
TU(1) =
1
2πM
M2 − |Q/√2|2
4(M2 − |Q/√2|2) =
1
8πM
,
SU(1) = 4π
(
M2 − |Q/
√
2|2
)2
. (34)
In the extreme limit M = |Q/√2| N = 2 supersymmetry is restored. The tem-
perature remains equal to the temperature of the Schwarzschild black hole (however,
see the discussion above where it is explained that this temperature takes different
values if the limit to extreme is taken starting from U(1)×U(1) configuration) and
the entropy vanishes.
Finally consider an U(1)×U(1) four-dimensional axion-dilaton black
holes, with one vector and one axial vector field. The central charges in terms of
electromagnetic charges are given by
|z1|2 = 1
2
(P 21 +Q
2
1 + P
2
2 +Q
2
2)− E ,
|z2|2 = 1
2
(P 21 +Q
2
1 + P
2
2 +Q
2
2) + E , (35)
where
E ≡ Q1P2 −Q2P1 . (36)
Q1, P1 and Q2, P2 are electric and magnetic charges of a vector and axial-vector
fields, respectively. The entropy and temperature of these solutions are given in
eqs. (29), (30).
Extreme charged U(1) × U(1) axion-dilaton black holes have a re-
stored N = 1 supersymmetry. Extreme solution M = |z1| or M = |z1|, |z1| 6= |z2|
has zero temperature and non-zero entropy,
T = 0 ,
S = = π (|z1|2 − |z2|2) = π(Q1P2 −Q2P1) . (37)
There are different ways to reach the restoration of N = 2 supersymmetry.
One possibility is to consider the next step |z1| → |z2|. In this particular limit
T = 0 ,
S = 0 . (38)
and the system seems to approach the ground state with zero temperature and
entropy.
The analogous situation was discussed at length and illustrated in figures
in ref. 2, where we plotted both temperature and entropy either as the functions of
central charges at fixed mass or as the function of mass at a given central charges.
All figures presented there for the dilaton solution apply to the more general axion-
dilaton solutions under the condition that instead of the central charges one should
use the moduli of complex central charges, since only in absence of axion are the
central charges real.
Our second kind of solutions describe axion-dilaton extreme multi-black-
hole solutions2. Multi-black-holes have unbroken supersymmetries. The
fields are
ds2 = e2Udt2 − e−2Ud~x2 , e−2U (~x) = 2 Im (H1(~x) H2(~x)) ,
λ(~x) =
H1(~x)
H2(~x) ,
A
(n)
t (~x) = e
2U (k(n)H2(~x) + c.c) ,
A˜
(n)
t (~x) = −e2U (k(n)H1(~x) + c.c) , (39)
where H1(~x),H2(~x) are two complex harmonic functions
H1(~x) = e
φ0
√
2
{λ0 +
I∑
i=1
λ0Mi + λ0Υi
|~x− ~xi| } ,
H2(~x) = e
φ0
√
2
{1 +
I∑
i=1
Mi +Υi
|~x− ~xi| } . (40)
The horizon of the i-th (extreme) black hole is at ~xi (in these isotropic
coordinates the horizons look like single points), and has mass Mi, electromagnetic
charge Γi, etc. , as can be seen by using the definitions in the Appendix in the limit
|~x− ~xi| → ∞. Charges without label are total charges. The constants k(n) are
k(n) = −
√
2
(
Γ(n)M + Γ(n)Υ
M2 − |Υ|2
)
. (41)
The consistency of the solution requires for every i
k
(n)
i = k
(n) , Arg(Υi) = Arg(Υ) . (42)
Finally, for each i and also for the total charges, the supersymmetric Bogomolny
bound is saturated:
M2 + |Υ|2 − 4|Γ(n)|2 = 0 . (43)
For a single U(1) vector field the extreme solution simplifies to (k ≡ k1,
Γ ≡ Γ1)
M2 = |Υ|2 , k = −
√
2 Γ
M
. (44)
As a consequence of all the identities obeyed by the charges, it is possible to derive
the following expression of equilibrium of forces between two extreme black holes2:
M1M2 +Σ1Σ2 +∆1∆2 = Q1Q2 + P1P2 . (45)
If supersymmetry will be discovered in the coming experiments, it will be
much more natural to study non-perturbative aspects of quantum gravity in the
context of supersymmetric theories. At the present time supersymmetric approach
to quantum gravity is motivated mainly by its internal consistency and existence of
natural structures describing such interesting objects as black holes. An important
advantage of this approach to the theory of black holes is the possibility to obtain
results which in certain cases do not acquire any quantum corrections2.
In this paper we have discussed many properties of extreme and non-
extreme black holes in terms of supercharges. Our main conclusion is that in
supersymmetric theories evaporation of black holes is related to restoration of su-
persymmetry.
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